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1.  Executive Summary 
On January 25th, 2008, BEA completed a thorough analysis of the Business Process Management 

(BPM) market, drawing on more than 100 analyst reports, articles, and customer surveys. In an effort to 

help customers cut through the noise of this vibrant market, this white paper explores the rise of BPM, the 

current trajectory, and the trends to watch. The early adopters of BPM have much to share – BPM has 

helped organizations save millions through better visibility into market risk, double profit margin by im-

proving operational excellence, and triple customer satisfaction by automating paper processes. 

Key findings of the report include:  

• Rapid Market Growth: The BPM market is one of the fastest growing software markets, esti-

mated to grow ten-fold in five years, from approximately $500 Million in 2006 to $6 Billion in 2011. 

• Market Consolidation and Technology Convergence: The BPM market is consolidating from 

nearly 150 vendors recognized in 2006 to just 25 in 2007. Large enterprise-class vendors are re-

placing the small “pure-plays,” offering more holistic solutions that combine BPM with Collabora-

tion, Portals, Document Management, Service Oriented Architecture, and Business Intelligence.  

• Quickly Bridging Gaps: BPM is increasingly being used to manage processes that span multi-

ple packaged applications: BEA’s customer survey shows 65% of BPM deployments integrate 

three or more systems and 60% of customers deploy their first process in under six months. 

• Critical Success Factors: In numerous surveys, respondents indicate that organizational chal-

lenges such as internal politics, change management, a dearth of skilled business analysts, and 

lack of organizational alignment outweigh the technical challenges in successfully deploying 

BPM. Organizations with successful BPM deployments don’t just focus on the technology, but 

see continuous process improvement as an imperative business strategy. 

• BPM, Collaboration and Social Computing: New tools allow business users to participate in 

building, managing, and monitoring applications like never before. Leading BPM products support 

a wide range of collaborative and social process activities that today are lost in email, documents, 

and hallway discussions. In today’s information economy, organizations must capture these un-

structured processes to improve productivity and leverage best practices. 

BPM has seen rapid growth in the last few years because it succeeds where earlier approaches have 

failed: bringing business strategists and technologists together with a shared set of tools and strategies to 

accomplish common goals. The future promises even more explosive growth as BPM products continue 

to mature, early success stories come to light, and enterprise-class vendors bring stability and scale to 

the market.  
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2. Business Processes as a Corporate Priority 

2.1 Process is the Competitive Differentiator 

Today’s global climate demands a constant drive to out-perform and out-innovate the competition. Lead-

ers of organizations of all types – governments, non-profits, small businesses, and enterprises – are ask-

ing tough questions: 

• How can our organization improve customer service levels and enhance productivity without in-

curring costs? 

• How can we manage risk and compliance without losing business advantage? 

• How can we empower every employee to innovate: to discover new products, find new markets, 

or develop more efficient ways to delight customers? 

This quest is not unique to our time: performance management initiatives like Total Quality Management 

and Business Process Reengineering date from the 1950’s. Still, improving business processes remains 

a critical executive priority today. Chief Financial Officers (CFOs) surveyed by Robert Half Management in 

November 2007 underscored the critical nature of process initiatives in 2008 and 2009: 

Which initiatives are you most likely to pursue over the next two years? 

25%

34%

38%

62%

65%

Merger or Acquisition

Geographic Expansion

New Product or Service Line Expansion

Technology Upgrade

Business Process Improvement

 
Source: “Ounce Of Prevention, Pound Of Cure,” Press Release, Robert Half Management Resources, November 1, 2007. 1400 

CFOs surveyed; data from CFOs of companies with 1000 or more employees. Respondents could choose multiple priorities. 
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For many CFOs, the value of process improvement is likely seen in terms of reduced costs: less redun-

dant work leads to more efficiency, which then provides greater profits. However, that formula is only part 

of the value equation for business process improvement. A recent Economist article showed that process 

improvements may also benefit top-line growth: 

Analysis done by the McKinsey Global Institute shows that competition and inno-
vation (not information technology alone) led to the extraordinary productivity 
gains seen in the 1990s. “Those innovations—in technology as well as products 
and business processes—boosted productivity. As productivity rose, competi-
tion intensified, bringing fresh waves of innovation,” the institute explains.1  

The same Economist article described the critical nature of innovation in the current global economy:  

With manufacturing now barely a fifth of economic activity in rich countries, the 
“knowledge economy” is becoming more important. Indeed, rich countries may 
not be able to compete with rivals offering low-cost products and services if they 
do not learn to innovate better and faster.  

Recent data from global CIOs shows a similar focus – prioritizing innovative avenues for growth over strict 

cost-cutting. A September 2007 survey by CIO maga-

zine shows that even as recession worries loom for 

2008, the majority of businesses remain focused on 

revenue growth over cost cutting (chart on right). 

A good example of this can be found in China, where 

more than 150,000 new cell phones are purchased 

every day.2 To grow fast enough to meet that incredible 

demand, two of China’s largest telecommunication 

companies have turned to BPM. Given the steep com-

petition in a rapidly growing market, neither company 

can afford slow processes or “tribal knowledge.” New 

employees must rapidly assimilate and provide value, 

customers need to feel appreciated at all times, and 

business leaders need to act quickly with maximum effectiveness. Business Process Management has 

been selected as a critical ingredient to a successful growth strategy for both of these leading companies. 

Revenue 
Growth,

 69%
Cutting 
Costs,
 31%

Source: “Managing IT Costs in a Weakened Economy” CIO 
Insight, 11 September 2007. Survey of 256 CIOs of compa-

nies ranging from less than $100M to over $1B 

On which of the following is your company’s 
business strategy primarily focused? 

                                                      
1 “Something new under the sun,” The Economist, 11 October 2007 [Emphasis added] 
http://economist.com/specialreports/displaystory.cfm?story_id=9928154  
2 MSNBC, “World's largest cell phone market adds 5.4 million last month” http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11519322/  
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2.2 The Problem with Enterprise Applications 

For most of the past decade, organizations have looked to large packaged applications to streamline, au-

tomate, and manage processes. They bought Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain 

Management (SCM), and Enterprise Resource Management (ERP) applications hoping to consolidate 

data and processes into one centralized system, creating more efficient end-to-end processes, more visi-

bility into those processes, and better business performance. In some cases, customers have been satis-

fied with their packaged application purchases, especially with structured processes that remain fairly 

static over time. Unfortunately, most critical business processes are not static – processes like order-to- 

are often complex, dynamic business processes involving multiple technologies and business silos. Of-

ten, inefficiencies in processes are the direct result of the “gaps” that exist between these silos: the man-

ual hand-off of a purchase order from sales to finance, for example, may create the need to enter the 

same data twice into two different systems. Gaps between systems, people, business units and geogra-

phies undermine the efficacy of the business overall.  

Both business users and IT organizations recognize this problem. In a recent study by Aberdeen Group, 

over half of the 125 executives surveyed reported that manual intervention was necessary to compensate 

for missing functionality in their enterprise applications.3 Further, 34% of respondents reported application 

inflexibility and/or limitations in application development:  

Enterprise Applications Often Fail to Meet Business Requirements 

 
Source: “Aligning IT to Business Processes: How BPM is Complementing ERP and Custom Applications,” Survey of 125 IT 

professionals Aberdeen Group, May 2007 

                                                      
3 “Aligning IT to Business Processes: How BPM is Complementing ERP and Custom Applications,” Survey of 125 IT professionals 
Aberdeen Group, May 2007 
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Even when one or more packaged applications are deployed to support a specific set of business chal-

lenges, they tend to be stuck in silos and large portions of the business remain uncovered. According to a 

Business Process Trends survey, organizations reported that their enterprise applications only addressed 

30% of their known business processes.4 Despite billions spent on deploying and customizing packaged 

applications, large gaps persist today. 

2.3 BPM Becomes a Priority  

Business process management arose, in large part, in response to the deficiencies of traditional enter-

prise applications. BPM emerged as both a management principle and a suite of software products fo-

cused on bridging diverse systems, people, and processes. A BPM Suite (BPMS) is a collection of inte-

grated tools to support the entire process lifecycle, from modeling and execution to measurement and 

optimization. BPM Suites coordinate tasks and synchronize data across existing systems, helping organi-

zations make more with what they already own. BPM Suites also help coordinate human process activi-

ties, streamlining tasks, triggers, and timelines related to a business process, and assuring they are com-

pleted as defined by a process model. A BPM Suite makes processes more efficient, compliant, agile and 

visible by ensuring that every process step is explicitly defined, monitored over time, and optimized for 

maximum productivity. Given optimal, up-to-the-minute process data, managers and employees can take 

quicker action and make smarter decisions. Lastly, the BPM Suite empowers developers and business 

users to work together to rapidly deploy and change processes as requirements change.  

As a consequence, BPM has become a common approach to tackle process improvement projects: 

• A recent CIO Insight survey found that CIOs are betting on BPM Suites, ranking them the #1 

"technology most likely to provide business value today.”5  

• Another CIO Insight survey ranked BPM Suites as one of the most promising technologies in the 

future, meaning CIOs see both the short- and long-term potential for BPM Suites.6  

• BPM took the #1 spot in a survey on the Top 10 Technology Projects in 2007 by Baseline Maga-

zine, with one-third of the respondents implementing or planning business process improvement 

projects.7  

BEA’s customer base also reflects this priority. In a November 2007 survey of over 200 AquaLogic BPM 

customers, 60% ranked BPM a “top 5” IT priority. Among customers with mature deployments, BPM is a 

continuing priority – 72% ranked it in their “top 5” – reflecting a focus on continued optimization.8  

                                                      
4 “The State of Business Process Management,” BPTrends, June 2006 
5 “Getting From Promise to Payoff,” CIO Insight, August 2007 page 27 Survey of 251 CIOs 
6 “2008 Top Trends,” CIO Insight, November 2007 page 15 Survey of 271 CIOs 
7 “Top 10 Technology Projects in ‘07,” Baseline Magazine, March 2007 
8 BEA survey of over 200 AquaLogic BPM customers worldwide, November 2007 



One of the explanations for BPM’s popularity is that the benefits are clear, measurable and impactful. The 

BEA customer survey reveals several areas where customers have measured their Return on Investment 

(ROI) from their BPM deployments:  

From which drivers do you expect to see the greatest ROI? 

26%
21%

20%
20%

18%
14%

13%
13%

10%
10%

7%

Automating or accelerating highly manual process
Increasing visibility into processes

Improving operational excellence
Improving control over processes

Simplifying cumbersome processes
Promoting better business and IT alignment

Improving delivery of new products or services
Establishing greater governance and compliance

Improving predictability of processes
Improving customer intimacy or service

Better supporting mergers and acquisitions

 
Source: BEA survey of over 200 AquaLogic BPM customers worldwide, November 2007. Respondents could choose up to three. 

As this survey shows, big gains can be realized tackling automation and operational excellence projects 

and bringing control over end-to-end processes that were previously unmanaged or unmanageable. As 

companies begin to gain control of these processes, they will increasingly apply BPM to even more ambi-

tious projects. Instead of just fixing bad processes, controlling or getting insight into unmanaged proc-

esses, companies use BPM to respond faster to changing market dynamics. Process agility can help 

companies launch new products more quickly, respond to new customer demands more accurately, and 

stay one step ahead of the competition. 
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2.4 BPM is More Than Just Technology 

Business Process Management is as much about organizational discipline as it is about technology. 

Without a method and strategy for defining, measuring and improving processes, BPM tools are not as 

effective. So it is not surprising that the Association for Information and Image Management (AIIM) dis-

covered that organizational challenges are primary obstacles in many BPM deployments: 

What is THE MOST IMPORTANT Obstacle or Problem to Overcome with Regards to BPM?  

8

12

13

14

20

Budget Overrun

Excessive Scope Creep

Lack of Training Internal Staff

Internal Politics

Underestimating Process and Org Issues

 
Source: “AIIM survey: BPM: Not Just Workflow Anymore,” AIIM – The ECM Association, 2007 Survey of 812 technology 

professionals with experience on BPM deployments; graph illustrates the top 5 most popular responses. 

Growing a process-centric organizational discipline takes time and focus. At the highest end, organiza-

tions establish BPM Centers of Excellence to aggregate best practices, methods and procedures to sup-

port enterprise-wide process improvements. These groups focus on training process project owners and 

participants in the way the organization thinks about process improvement, as well as the technologies 

and tools used to achieve it. Organizations with process-centric methodologies such as Lean or Six Sig-

ma may have a head start in cultivating a company culture that is constantly analyzing and improving 

processes, though this is not necessary for BPM success. In organizations with strong process focus, 

executives prioritize, sponsor and fund process initiatives and use real-time process data for important 

decision-making. Organizations that embrace “process thinking” focus on end-to-end processes im-

provement, rather than settling for departmental change.  

Dix Amico has reaped tremendous results from “process thinking.” With more than 800,000 clients, Dix 

Amico is Brazil’s second largest health plan provider. Every month, they add between 8,000 and 20,000 

new health plans, each of which flows through seven 

different functional departments. Dix Amico analyzed 

the complete process – from the initial contact call from 

a customer, through to the acceptance package – and 

eliminated functional disconnects between teams. To-

day, every part of that process is now linked to cus-

tomer touch-points and key performance indicators. 
Mauro Bastos, CIO, Dix Amico 

“By thinking in processes, Dix Ami-
co achieves a better understanding 
of its business and allows proven 
processes to be reused throughout 
the company during both contrac-
tion and growth periods.” 
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Moreover, system and employee performance is monitored in the context of those goals. Business Proc-

ess Management reduced the company’s operating costs by more than 6%.  

Process-centric organizations quickly realize that many processes will change over time as companies 

reorganize, launch new products and services, respond to changing regulations, and acquire new part-

ners. Therefore processes need to be built in a way that allows easy, constant, dynamic change. 

3. Market Size and Segmentation 

3.1 Market Size – Depends on What You Count… 

There are five universally-accepted truths about the BPM Suite market: 

1. It is growing at a rapid rate, somewhere on the order of 30-80% annually. IDC’s Maureen Fleming 

describes it as the “fastest growing segment of application deployment software.”9 

2. It is a relatively large segment of the deployed software market – from hundreds of millions of dol-

lars per year on the low end to multiple billions on the high end. 

3. Large vendors such as IBM, Oracle and BEA have recently entered the BPM market, typically 

through acquisition of smaller “pure-play” BPM vendors.  

4. The market is consolidating: in 2006, the market consisted of more than 150 BPM vendors. Gart-

ner predicts that “by year-end 2008, the leading 25 BPMS providers will be evident.”10  

5. Each market analyst has a unique, slightly different definition of the BPM market. 

It is this last point which makes the task of market sizing so difficult: analysts disagree over the bounda-

ries of BPM and which vendors actually comprise the marketplace. Further adding to the confusion, some 

enterprise vendors, seeking to ride the BPM wave of success, have re-branded any process, integration 

or Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) offering as BPM. The discrepancy between analysts is so pro-

found that the second largest vendor in one ranking isn’t even considered in the ranking of another. 

                                                      
9 “Worldwide Business Process Management Suite 2007-2011 Forecast and 2006 Vendor Shares,” IDC, August 2007 Doc # 
207954 
10 “Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites, 2007,” Gartner Inc., by Janelle B. Hill et al, December 14, 2007 
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Gartner “defined the general market concept of BPM in 2000.”11 Gartner sizes the BPMS market, meas-

ured in terms of total software revenue, as follows:  

Forrester and IDC, using different methodologies, size the BPMS market differently: 

 2005 actual 2006 actual 2011 projected 

Forrester13  n/a $1.6B $6.3B 

IDC14  $495M $890M $5.5B 

 

Overall, BPM market trends and projections indicate that the BPM market will grow much faster than most 

other technology sectors. The factors that IDC believes will accelerate growth include:15 

• Increasing interest from enterprises in purchasing BPM suites as they hear from their peers about 

successful deployments 

• Increasing adoption as BPM Suites are able to address a wider set of requirements 

• IT governance and regulatory compliance 

• Service-oriented architecture 

• Enterprise workplace and Web 2.0 

Growth is not just confined to North America, either. BPM Suites are seeing strong growth across the 

Americas, EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa), and Asia/Pacific, as IDC shows in its most recent 

BPMS research:16 

 BPMS Revenue 
2006 

2006 share (%) Cumulative Annual Growth 
Rate, 2006-2011 (%) 

Americas $289M 58.3% 44.8% 

EMEA $137M 27.6% 45.4% 

Asia/Pacific $70M 14.1% 37.0% 

 

                                                      
11 “Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites, 2007,” Gartner Inc., by Janelle B. Hill et al, December 14, 2007. 
12 “Forecast: Portal, Process and Middleware Software, Worldwide, 2006-2011, Update”, Gartner Inc., by Michele Cantera et al, 
September, 2007 
13 “BPMS Revenue to Reach $6.3 Billion by 2011,” Forrester, July 2007 
14 “Worldwide Business Process Management Suite 2007-2011 Forecast and 2006 Vendor Shares,” IDC, August 2007 Doc # 
207954 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 

 2005 estimated 2006 estimated 2011 projected 

Gartner12  $1.0B $1.7B $5.1B 
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3.2 BPM Adoption – Mostly Departmental  

Despite rapid growth and vibrant market interest, the BPM market is still quite young. Most BPM deploy-

ments are still in the early stages, focusing mostly on solving departmental process challenges. While 

several leading-edge companies are tackling enterprise-wide processes, they are still the exception rather 

than the rule. A BEA market maturity survey completed by nearly 1200 business and IT professionals 

throughout 2007 showed that just 18% of companies were currently deploying enterprise-wide BPM:  

BPM Maturity Still in Early Stages 

 
Source: BEA BPM Lifecycle Assessment aggregated results of 1191 completed surveys: Jan. 1, 2007 through Dec. 15, 2007 

According to Gartner, “Although spending has grown rapidly, only 20%-30% of deployments address en-

terprise-wide, cross-functional processes. There are many more narrowly scoped process improvement 

initiatives that are underutilizing the full power of a BPMS.”17 

Similarly, a recent survey by the Association for Information and Image Management (AIIM) found only 

11% of respondents were actively integrating BPMS across the enterprise:18 

What is your organization’s experience with BPM? 

 
Source: “AIIM survey: BPM: Not Just Workflow Anymore,” AIIM – The ECM Association, 2007 

                                                      
17 “Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites, 2007,” Gartner Inc., by Janelle B. Hill et al, December 14, 2007 
18 “AIIM survey: BPM: Not Just Workflow Anymore,” AIIM – The ECM Association, 2007 



3.3 The Evolution of BPM 

To understand the current BPM market segmentation, it is useful to see how BPM evolved from previous 

technologies and approaches. The early 1980’s saw growth in workflow products for human-facing proc-

esses such as the approval flow for a large purchase order. Integrations between enterprise applications 

and these workflow processes had to be custom-built, thus they were typically expensive and inflexible. 

During the same timeframe, enterprise application integration (EAI) products emerged to improve system-

to-system communications – so that the data in one system could automatically appear in another, with-

out having a human re-type the data a second time. 

By the late 1990’s, the workflow and EAI markets began to converge and envelope other functions, such 

as business rules engines, advanced process modeling tools, process monitoring, governance and opti-

mization tools. The boundary between workflow and EAI became fuzzy, with some products spanning 

both domains. 

Forrester: The Evolution of BPM 

 
Source: The Forrester Wave™: Integration-Centric Business Process Management Suites, Q4 2006 

In 2000, analysts began combining EAI and workflow into a single category: BPM. However, analysts 

ended up creating separate sub-categories of BPM that roughly followed the old boundaries, since EAI 

tools continued to evolve and since early BPM Suites were segmented to serve either human- or integra-

tion-focused requirements. Most analysts predict that the BPM market will converge into a single category 

within the next few years since every new generation of BPM software makes the distinctions less rele-

vant. However, the old division between workflow and EAI remains visible in many of the analysts’ BPM 

reports: 
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• IDC identifies people-centric automation, transaction-centric automation and sense-and-respond 

systems (complex event processing) as the three main BPMS categories.19 

• Forrester has identified several categories of BPM Suites, including human-centric, integration-

centric, and document-centric processes.20 However, it notes “We anticipate that [a convergence] 

will occur during 2008.”21 

• Gartner published a BPMS Magic Quadrant (View the “Magic Quadrant for Business Process 

Management Suites, 2007,” compliments of BEA at www.bea.com/bpm/mq).22 Gartner also cov-

ers the BPMS market in its report: “Market Trends: Portal, Process and Middleware Software, 

Worldwide, 2006-2011.”23  

Products like AquaLogic BPM challenge these market segmentations since they cross the functional and 

technical boundaries established by the analysts. 

3.4 BPM Suite Components 

Although BPM Suite functionality differs somewhat depending on the categorizations above, there is gen-

eral agreement that a BPM Suite includes the following components: 

• A process modeling tool to define the business process. This may include separate business and 

technical views of the model, where business analysts can create a flowchart-like model of the 

business process in a business-friendly screen, while technical users can view more complex 

elements of the model, such as connections to web services and other points of integration. A 

single shared model is most desirable so that important information from one audience isn’t lost in 

the handoff to the other. To be BPM, and not just a process diagram, the model must be execu-

table: take action on the process design, sending tasks to people, messages to systems and the 

like. 

• A server-based process execution engine that orchestrates all processes and their resources –

people, organizations, applications and systems – managing proper sequence, enforcing busi-

ness rules, and auditing each step to ensure flawless process execution, escalation and excep-

tion management. 

                                                      
19 “Worldwide Business Process Management Suite 2007-2011 Forecast and 2006 Vendor Shares,” IDC, August 2007 Doc # 
207954 
20 “The Forrester Wave™: Human-Centric BPM For Java Platforms,” Forrester Research, 2007 
21 “BPMS Revenue to Reach $6.3 Billion by 2011,” Forrester, July 2007 
22 “Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites, 2007,” Gartner Inc., by Janelle B. Hill et al, December 14, 2007 
23 “Forecast: Portal, Process and Middleware Software, Worldwide, 2006-2011, Update”, Gartner Inc., by Michele Cantera et al, 
September, 2007 

http://www.bea.com/bpm/mq


• A workspace, typically browser-based, where human process participants can locate, open and 

complete the tasks assigned to them within the BPM Suite. At a minimum, this should include out-

of the-box workspaces. Many products also include an easy way for organizations to create cus-

tom forms or portal user interfaces. 

• Both historical and real-time process monitoring, reporting, analytics and dashboards. 

• Simulation and optimization capabilities to support testing, analysis and continuous process im-

provement. 

Some analysts insist the following elements are essential to the BPM Suite. Others believe the following 

functions are not always necessary, and when needed, can be loosely-coupled into the BPM Suite, or 

provided as an add-on from another product:  

• A business rules engine or decision services. These can be used to build, execute and manage 

business rules. 

• Content management as a repository for attachments to processes. 

• Collaboration, usually to support unstructured interaction within the context of a managed proc-

ess. 

• An enterprise service bus (ESB) to provide a service-oriented integration layer underneath the 

BPMS. Although all BPM Suites support direct web services calls, an ESB includes functions 

such as mapping and transformation.  

• Industry-specific or application-specific frameworks to shorten customization time for more stan-

dard processes like employee on-boarding. 
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Each customer may prioritize the functions above in a different manner, depending on the intended scale 

of their BPM deployment, organizational skills and preferences, or the types of technologies already in 

use. A BEA customer survey from November 2007 highlighted the most significant functions that BEA 

customers considered in selecting AquaLogic BPM: 

Top Features in Selecting a BPM Solution 

17%

17%

19%

24%

31%

35%

35%

37%

41%

Pre-built integration to collaboration tools

Diverse infrastructure support

Viability of vendor

Pre-built integration to a portal

Comprehensive integration capabilities

Pre-built integration to SOA technologies

Strength and scalability of engine

Support for different process types

Modeling environment ease of use

 
Source: BEA customer survey of over 200 AquaLogic BPM customers worldwide, November 2007 

BPM Industry Standards 

It can be a daunting task to keep up with the evolution of industry standards in any technology space and 

early markets such as the BPM market often lack effective standardization until they mature. But stan-

dards matter: they can help reduce ambiguity between different approaches, facilitate portability between 

different tools, and potentially reduce internal and external costs. It is important for IT decision-makers to 

understand the value, relative maturity, and vendor commitment to BPM standards when considering their 

overall BPM strategy. BPM standards are focused on one of two goals: 1) common visual notation, and 2) 

interchange of process models between tools.  

Common visual notation for process diagrams 

A common visual process model notation used by all tools ensures that business analysts who know one 

tool can easily create and understand diagrams from another. This reduces learning curves and helps 

establish a corporate standard for how to read and construct diagrams. This is important because it is 

highly unlikely that a company will stick to one BPM tool across all divisions and throughout time. 
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Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) by the Object Management Group (OMG) is currently 

the only significant standard for this purpose, and has reached a mature state. Vendors have yet to fully 

standardize their product offerings, but most vendors have committed to supporting BPMN as a modeling 

notation. 

Example of BPMN process model diagram 

 
Source: OMG BPMN 1.0 Specification 

Seamless interchange of process models between tools 

Many companies will end up using multiple BPM tools from different vendors to support their full BPM 

technology and organizational requirements. For example, a company may choose a process modeling 

tool from one vendor and a process execution server from another. Alternatively, two divisions within one 

company may select two different tools for different types of projects. This makes it important for process 

models designed in one tool to be capable of seamlessly transferring data to another modeling tool or 

execution server. A standardized process interchange format makes this possible.  

Several standards target this goal: 

• XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) is an interchange format created by the Workflow 

Management Coalition (WfMC). It was originally intended for routing work between people but its 

flexibility and extensibility make it suitable for any type of business process. XPDL is today sup-

ported by over 70 vendors and is considered the most mature interchange format available. 

• Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), created by the Organization for the Ad-

vancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), is a web service orchestration lan-

guage. It does not support human activities as an explicit process activity and it does not support 

the full BPMN specification, that is, there are objects that can be drawn in BPMN that are not pre-

served if stored in BPEL. Nevertheless, with some extensions it can be used for most types of 

process models. BPEL applies better to integration-centric process types (processes that coordi-

nate interactions between systems rather than people) as these map better to the original intent 

of the language. For system-centric use cases, BPEL is considered mature and dominant, but is 

rarely used for human-centric process types. 
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• Business Process Definition Metamodel (BPDM) is a newly-released process definition stan-

dard that provides full support for all BPMN objects, and will be incorporated into the BPMN stan-

dard as its default interchange format. 

Interchange of process models between tools is a challenging problem. None of the standards above 

provide full, seamless interchange except for more simplistic process models. Until BPM technologies and 

associated standards mature further, some level of custom integration work will be required to move 

models between different tools. 

4. Market Trends – Participation, Scale, Convergence 

4.1 IT Embraces BPM. Enter SOA… 

Business Process Management primarily started as a business discipline supported by smaller self-

contained software packages that required limited IT involvement. The self-contained nature kept imple-

mentation and deployment costs low, and helped business units realize quick success from projects tied 

closely to their business goals. However, as process initiatives became more complex, requiring more 

data from diverse systems, more automatic exchanges of information and more mission-critical support, 

business needed IT to become more involved. Now, with the first successful BPM projects complete, 

companies are moving forward with more ambitious plans that require tighter alignment between IT and 

business process strategy. As we saw in early sections of this paper, CIOs recognize this trend and rank 

BPM and process improvement initiatives as top priorities for 2007 

and 2008. 

Over the last few years, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has be-

come a dominant strategy in large IT organizations. The aim of SOA 

is to build simpler, more reusable and more flexible business services 

on top of disparate, siloed and redundant IT systems. Conceptually, 

SOA enables IT to respond more rapidly to new business require-

ments by composing new solutions from existing business services. 

Implementing SOA requires a combination of new practices and tech-

nologies. An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is typically a core technology requirement that helps the en-

terprise mediate services. This is often combined with a service registry and repository to manage service 

assets and policies. Other components include data services middleware and service monitoring solu-

tions. 
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According to CIO Insight, 75% of CIOs surveyed believe that their company’s IT architecture will be based 

on SOA, web services and related technologies within the next five years.24 Aberdeen breaks down the 

pressures driving this rapid adoption of SOA as follows: 

Top Pressures Driving Service-Oriented Architecture 

34%

43%

44%

62%

There are critical user functions stored in legacy
systems and composite applications are able to

provide workflows that span legacy and ERP/supply

Lower cost integration and application upgrades

Current ERP system or best-of-breed supply chain
solution does not provide desired functionality

The need to support new, agile business processes

 
Source: Aligning IT to Business Processes: How BPM is Complementing ERP and Custom Applications,” 

Aberdeen Group, May 2007 

The link between BPM and SOA is clear from this survey: supporting agile business processes is a pri-

mary driver behind many SOA projects. 

BEA’s survey of AquaLogic BPM customers in November 2007 revealed that 68% of respondents are 

connecting BPM and SOA, supporting the idea that deep synergies exist between these two approaches. 

As a key consumer of business services, BPM helps to justify and fund SOA investments. SOA, in return, 

enables BPM to scale quickly and effectively. Although you can implement BPM without SOA, using pre-

built, reusable services greatly reduces the time and costs associated with system integration. SOA insu-

lates BPM from having to know about the details of the underlying systems, while BPM provides a higher-

level abstraction for defining, monitoring and managing businesses processes. 

                                                      
24 “Future of IT: Technology,” CIO Insight, December 14, 2007 
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BEA’s BPM Lifecycle Assessment survey showed that companies that combine BPM and SOA are able 

to execute better, achieve greater reuse, and provide better control over business processes than with 

BPM alone: 

Customers Report More Success Combining BPM with SOA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: BEA BPM Lifecycle Assessment Survey, 2006-2007 Respondents having already deployed BPM = 291; Respondents with 

BPM and SOA = 141 

AMR Research finds the combination of BPM and SOA particularly valuable for companies with major 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems at the core of their IT implementations:  

“For these companies, the value of SOA will be found in business process 
management (BPM), which promises to allow companies to create unique and 
differentiating business processes on top of the same software many of their 
competitors use.” 25 

BPM and SOA together provide even greater flexibility than ERP systems since they allow easier integra-

tion with other enterprise applications and business partner applications, and are overall easier to change 

with requirements that continually evolve. Additionally, many BPM Suites provide better visibility into 

process progress and performance than what is available within the ERP suites directly. 

While IT’s enthusiasm for connecting BPM and SOA is overall a good thing, it is important for business 

and IT to agree together on the prioritization of BPM and SOA projects. In some companies, IT sees BPM 

as merely the “process piece” of an SOA strategy. This IT-centric BPM definition is often at odds with a 

business-centric approach which sees SOA as just the enabler to (a more primary) process initiative. 

While nuanced, the difference between these two approaches can lead to vastly different investments 

and results. 

One question that often emerges in using BPM and SOA together is “which should we develop first, the 

process or the services?” In practice, a hybrid approach works best. This ensures that services are identi-

                                                      
25 “SOA and BPM for Enterprise Applications: A Dose of Reality,” AMR Research, May 2007 
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fied and constructed based on real needs. Working on both together also helps guide BPM practitioners 

on how to define services with the right level of specificity, providing maximum impact and reusability.  

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

IT’s support of BPM is critical for its continued growth and success. When BPM infrastructure be-

comes a fully integrated part of the IT landscape, business units will be able to build and optimize 

business processes that have much broader impact. But organizations and their BPM champions must 

be careful to strike the right balance between IT involvement and ownership. For maximum organiza-

tional impact, BPM should remain a business-led discipline.  

 

4.2 Event Processing Supports Real-time Visibility 

It would be nice if business processes were driven only by explicit actions under control of their owners. 

The flow could be planned, bottlenecks and surges could be avoided and life would be sweet and pre-

dictable. But, of course, this is not the case. Shops don’t get to choose when customers arrive, asset 

prices fluctuate unpredictably and impact buying and selling decisions, competitors act in the market on 

their own time, and even politics, weather and major regional or global incidents, which are obviously un-

predictable, often require some business response. 

Clearly then, running a business involves more than just proactive decision-making. Companies must al-

so sense and respond to external and internal events as they happen. In fact, sense-and-respond can be 

thought of as the default operating mode most of the time. Whenever a customer is served in a store, on 

the phone or on a web site, the company has responded to a business event (the customer deciding to 

make a purchase). When stock runs low, inventory management responds by ordering new stock. When 

a competitor lowers the price, the company responds with a counter promotion. Proactive decision-

making is often a luxury in a daily reality where “keeping up with events” consumes most of the resources. 

Business Process Management and supporting technologies have included events and sense-and-

respond patterns to a limited extent thus far. Early BPM successes have focused on automating manual 

work, primarily centered on human interaction. But with growing adoption of BPM as a strategic discipline 

comes increased scope, and enterprises are now interested in connecting BPM to an Event-Driven Archi-

tecture (EDA). IDC identified this trend in their Business Process Management forecast and market share 
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report from August 2007.26 The following figure from IDC describes the relationship between sense-and-

respond and traditional BPM Suite functionality, which IDC groups as different types of BPM Suites. 

Relationships Between Different Types of Business Process Management Suites 

 
Source: IDC, Business Process Integration & Deployment, 2008, Maureen Fleming 

Demand is driven by more than just the intuitive need for event infrastructure in an event-driven world. 

Real-time visibility into all aspects of the business is in high demand from business decision-makers, and 

traditional BPM Suite products cannot deliver this alone, even though Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) 

features have provided some support thus far. According to a BEA customer survey, visibility into busi-

ness processes is the 2nd most common driver of ROI; expectations are clearly set high for BPM to de-

liver.  

In the report “Predicts 2008: Business Applications’ Architectural Styles Are Changing”, Gartner says: ”By 

2012, business demand for near-real-time visibility of information and processes will be the leading driver 

of BAM and EDA deployments.”27 The firm adds: “As companies turn to BAM, they soon recognize that 

request/reply ("pull") design patterns cannot be used to build effective BAM applications, so they adopt 

"push"-based EDA patterns instead.”27 

                                                      
26 “Worldwide Business Process Management Suite 2007-2011 Forecast and 2006 Vendor Shares,” IDC, August 2007 Doc # 
207954 
27 “Predicts 2008: Business Applications’ Architectural Styles Are Changing”, Gartner Inc., Roy Schulte, Jan 2008 



There are several elements involved in successfully deploying an Event-Driven Architecture and incorpo-

rating events into business processes.  

Event Middleware and Complex Event Processing – Two important pieces of middleware are required 

to fully support EDA. Messaging middleware capable of reliably transmitting extreme volumes of mes-

sages have already been widely deployed. The other piece is referred to as complex event processing 

(engines). These are responsible for listening to the event feed, detecting patterns based on a rule set 

and sending out events once a pattern has been found. An example most of us can easily relate to may 

involve an event feed of all trades executed on a stock exchange. The stock exchange can then deploy 

complex event processing engines to look for patterns that indicate fraud. Once a pattern is found, a 

business process can be triggered to coordinate the response. 

Event-enabled BPM Suite – The various BPM Suites in the market are built on somewhat different archi-

tectures, and robust support for events is not available in every product. BPM Suites must be able to re-

liably consume events from the underlying event feeds and support true asynchronous execution of busi-

ness processes so they can listen and respond to incoming events in the proper way. A BPM Suite 

should also be able to deliver its own events (both engine 

related and process related) back into the event middleware. 

Event-enabled Process Modeling – Business process 

modeling techniques do not always incorporate events. 

Fortunately the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) 

standard, which is rapidly gaining traction in the BPMS 

market, provides strong support for events as modeling 

constructs. 

Business Analyst Skill Set – Thinking in terms of events is 

more challenging than it seems. Ordinary process models are 

sequential in nature, making it easy to read “what happens next” from the diagram, but when modeling 

processes interact via events, it becomes harder to follow the flow. This often causes business analysts 

to avoid using events, or to use them incorrectly. Learning to think in terms of events is a matter of habit 

and it is a skill that can be acquired by most business analysts as long as it receives the right priority. 

Event-based decision point in BPMN 

Impact on Business Intelligence and Business Rules  

The emergence and adoption of EDA will impact more than just BPM Suites. The combination of EDA 

and BPM will exert a strong influence on Business Intelligence. Today’s Business Intelligence solutions 

rely on batch transfers of operational data into data marts, which then serve up the data for dashboard 

applications and batch generated reports. As decision makers have gradually raised their demands for 

more real-time visibility and more flexibility in the slicing and dicing of data, this approach is no longer suf-
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ficient. BPM Suites enable near real-time visibility into process data; EDA combined with event-driven 

BAM or BI solutions provides even deeper visibility on a real-time basis into any business event, not just 

events coming from business processes.  

The business rule engine market is also feeling the impact. Traditionally, a Business Rule Engine (BRE) 

will receive a request containing a set of data such as a customer’s credit history or demographic informa-

tion, the engine evaluates the data against a set of rules and returns a decision (e.g. approve for new 

credit). EDA requires the evaluation of rules as well, but the architecture is fundamentally different. Com-

plex Event Processing consists of looking for patterns across a certain time window in a high-volume 

stream of events. Rules describe those patterns and when a pattern is found, it triggers an outgoing event 

that other systems can listen for and take action. Business Rule Engine vendors will have to decide 

whether to compete in this new category and must then evaluate their ability to build out the required 

technology. This market shift may even drive or influence vendor consolidation and cause BRE and EDA 

specialists to join forces. 

 

 

4.3 Collaborative BPM – Empowering Knowledge Workers 

While BPM customers have seen huge productivity gains in streamlining and automating manual proc-

esses, there’s a new frontier that could propel BPM customers to new heights of success – improving per-

son-to-person, collaborative work. As McKinsey, a global management consulting firm, observed in 

2006:28  

“Some of [software spending] growth will come from continued automation of 
transactions (which continue to make up 44% of labor activity in the United 
States)… [however, other software spending will need to] empower ‘tacit interac-
tions’ – the judgment-based, highly collaborative interactions that account for 
more than 40% of workforce activity today… but have not had substantial soft-
ware-investment support yet.” 

These knowledge worker interactions are often complex and ambiguous, requiring intelligent individuals 

to use their knowledge of the situation, the organization and the task at hand to take action and make de-

cisions. For these activities, judgment and insight are often more valuable than documented procedure. 

                                                      
28 “Software 2006 Industry Report,” McKinsey & Company and Sand Hill Group, 2006 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Real time, detailed visibility into the business is high on the wishlist of business decision-makers. BPM 

Suites meet some of this demand, but as operations grow increasingly complex and transaction vol-

umes soar, new event-centric infrastructure will be required to meet demands. BPM Suites must 

evolve to reflect the event-oriented demands of business. 



Knowledge management, document management and collaboration systems have tried to capture “tribal” 

knowledge, best practices and team experiences for decades, but the results have been mixed. These 

systems often fall victim to the “tragedy of the commons”: everyone wants to find information, but people 

are inconsistent in contributing content themselves. Often, content is contributed after an activity is re-

solved, meeting some tracking and compliance need, but failing to provide real-time collaborative context 

because of its dislocation from the natural flow of work.  

As we explored earlier in this paper, modern BPM Suites increasingly support both system and human-

centric processes. To date, human-centric process support mostly focused on orchestrating predictable 

human workflow process steps for activities like claims processing, accounts receivable and customer 

servicing. While tasks are assigned to people, it is often assumed that knowledge-workers will research 

options, communicate with peers, make decisions outside of the process, and then input the results back 

into the BPM system. It is recognized that collaborative processes may take place in support of BPM, but 

BPM Suites were not generally designed to support or coordinate these collaborative interactions. 

Today, companies like BEA are starting to combine collaboration, user interaction, social computing and 

BPM capabilities to provide purpose-based collaboration in the context of processes managed by BPM. 

The ambiguous knowledge worker processes, often completed through email, shared documents and 

spreadsheets, are being explicitly connected to BPM activities and articulated by business analysts within 

the process model. When collaboration is required at any point of a structured process, leading-edge 

BPM products allow process participants to create and manage ad hoc tasks, or attach collaborative 

workspaces to individual steps in process. For example, to gain consensus on a decision, a process par-

ticipant might upload a project proposal and supporting resources for team review, before continuing the 

structured process. The team may contribute different versions of the document, or create ad-hoc review 

tasks – and all that activity and knowledge will be captured as part of the process – forming the basis for 

future process improvements by accelerating the completion of collaborative tasks and providing a more 

comprehensive audit trail of how decisions were reached. Collaborative BPM also has the potential to be 

more effective than previous knowledge management initiatives, since the collaboration takes place at the 

point of need: the trail of tribal knowledge and best practices are extracted from individuals as they take 

action in their own self interest instead of requiring more altruistic content contribution at the end of the 

process.  

The recent BEA BPM customer survey showed that 91% of BEA customers are deploying processes that 

involve collaborative activities. Further, the survey revealed that sharing and producing documents is the 

most common collaborative activity tied to processes, followed by shared workspaces and ad-hoc tasks 

attached to structured processes:   
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Which collaborative human activities are most important to your business processes? 

 
Source: BEA survey of over 200 AquaLogic BPM customers worldwide, November 2007 

While collaborative BPM is still a relatively new trend, there are a few places it is commonly seen:  

1. Exception Handling: As discussed above, much collaborative knowledge work happens today in 

support of structured processes, but is not formally supported or captured. When an exception is 

flagged within a structured process, and an activity is assigned to a process participant to remedy 

it, participants often must consider a number of factors and may take a number of informal steps 

before the issue is resolved. For instance, if loan thresholds were recently increased, and a loan 

officer sees that an application from a premier customer was denied, he may contact several 

people in the bank to evaluate additional holdings or to discuss ways to modify the new threshold 

to better handle these situations. All of the emails and the documents used to resolve the situa-

tion (possibly written in Word or PowerPoint) could be captured as part of the exception-handling 

itself using collaborative BPM. This can lead to improved visibility in the process overall, better 

management for future exception (for faster customer service at lower cost), and a detailed re-

cord of why the process needs to be changed. The cumulative knowledge gained from handling 

many different exceptions can provide immeasurable improvement to the process if the knowl-

edge is effectively captured and used.  

2. Case Management: In many industries, the concept of a “case” is a known form of collaboration 

around a topic. The legal industry’s “court case,” the healthcare industry’s “customer case,” and 

the financial industry’s “premier customer management” are but a few examples. For this type of 

activity set, the “case” is the central organizing principle. Many different processes may support or 

be initiated from the case situation, but process activities, results, and collaborative artifacts must 

be collected around the case. One of BEA’s customers uses Collaborative BPM for managing the 

cradle-to-grave history of airplane engine repairs. Each engine has its own collaborative commu-

nity where all of the documents for the repairs, maintenance reviews, flight certifications and other 
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data are stored. Many different processes cut across the case, but all process and collaboration 

artifacts, and related data from different systems involved, can be gathered together in one virtual 

“case.” This method organizes the entire engine history and status, even in-flight process infor-

mation, in one collaborative workspace. Case handling may follow many defined processes 

cleanly, but often requires careful, undefined exception-handling as well. Case management re-

quires a great deal of knowledge work, undefined interactions between case managers and par-

ticipants, long running case resolution situations, and multiple process fragments: just the type of 

situation collaborative BPM was intended to handle. 

3. Research Processes: Another common human activity that frequently happens outside of struc-

tured BPM processes is research. For instance, the process for a patent to be approved is long, 

complex, and requires a great deal of research. While the process is ultimately structured at the 

macro level, much of the detailed work done by patent officers and patent applicants involves a 

highly disjointed and dynamic research environment – the Web sites that may hold clues to the 

validity of a patent may not have been posted weeks ago, or may disappear within the timeframe 

of the patent review. The vast quantities of research and information are a critical component of 

the overall patent process. For research projects like this, it is not sufficient to have a process 

system orchestrating the process separate from the different threads of information that may be 

stored in personal files, emails, shared file directories, and document management systems. Link-

ing the process with the research, analysis, discussions, and related findings can vastly improve 

the current and future productivity of teams engaged in such processes. Many document man-

agement or collaboration systems have tied basic workflow to research and documents, but using 

BPM in concert with these technologies helps put the organizing principle of this scenario on the 

process rather than the artifacts. This is a critical distinction for results-focused organizations that 

want to get to process-based business results rather than run-of-the-mill knowledge gathering.  

We expect to see many more types of collaborative BPM emerge in the next few years, and expect so 

see a larger number of vendors supporting this type of work. Collaboration tools integrated with BPM is a 

natural step in the evolution of BPM  

 

KEY TAKEAWAY 

A lot of collaborative work and activity happens in support of structured processes, but is not sup-

ported or captured by many BPM systems today. By explicitly linking BPM and Collaboration, organi-

zations can attach collaborative artifacts (research, documents, discussions, emails and decision ra-

tional) to the processes themselves – increasing participant productivity, the opportunity to improve 

future processes, and greater achievement of business objectives. 
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4.4 BPM as a Cornerstone for Dynamic Applications 

According to IDC, enterprises spend more than $100B every year on packaged applications, but only 

34% of that is spent on well-known ERP applications such as Oracle or SAP;29 the vast majority of appli-

cation expenditures are highly-specialized, industry-specific applications that are customized to specific 

customer requirements or developed from scratch. Even large “packaged” applications are frequently ac-

companied by extensive consulting and customization. 

In spite of this effort and expense, most organizations remain discontented with the result: applications of 

all types are often unwieldy, inflexible, and brittle. Organizations fear application change, since the time to 

change can be long, the costs great, and a seemingly small change in one part of the application can 

have dramatic unintended consequences in another. Instead, IT departments stave off the inevitable for 

as long as possible, containing any changes or fixes until the pain sufficiently warrants marshalling re-

sources for a massive upgrade.  

The problem isn’t design: most packaged 

applications are designed to perform dis-

crete, well-known, routine activities, and the

perform those types of activities very well. 

The problem is the business need for dy-

namic change. Years ago, an organization 

would be content with the one-size-fits-all 

supply chain application, since they rarely, if

ever, would need to alter the process. Toda

organizations move at an incredible pace –

supply chains are influenced by technologie

and techniques that were unimaginable a 

decade ago, such as demand forecasting 

and just-in-time fulfillment. Today’s knowledge workers use real-time data to make decisions and maxi-

mize returns: switching commodities, changing delivery routes, or taking a chance on new vendors. T

day’s businesses also reorganize regularly and experience mergers and acquisitions frequently. Pack-

aged applications simply weren’t designed for this rapid and consta

 

This isn’t new news: nearly all software vendors are aware of this difficulty. But vendors provide very dif-

ferent solutions to this problem. Large application vendors interested in selling more packaged applica-

tions are focused on making commodity processes – such as the employee hiring process – more flexi-

y 

 

y, 

 

s 

o-

nt change.  

                                                      
29 “Worldwide Packaged Applications 2007–2011 Forecast and 2006 Vendor Shares: 2007 Reference Guide November 2007”, IDC, 
Doc # 209329 
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ble. In contrast, some BPM vendors, like BEA, are focused on making non-commodity, differentiated 

processes easier to build and change. These non-commodity processes are unique to each specific com-

pany, and can provide some of the greatest returns if managed effectively. 

BEA calls this class of application “Dynamic Business Applications.” By providing a layer of abstraction 

above the volume of disparate applications and systems, and synthesizing those around the myriad use 

cases – especially the processes core to the value of a specific organization – BPM can empower indi-

viduals to quickly develop applications according to the requirements of the day, then gather and dis-

seminate the information within that new application. For instance, imagine the french-fry supply chain for 

a large fast food restaurant. Years ago, they might have used a standard Supply Chain Management ap-

plication to manage most elements of the process. But today, with several different systems and people 

moving in and out of the process, warehouse workers move from screen to screen updating shipping in-

formation (possibly in the CRM), billing status (possibly in the Finance application), or calling people to 

manage exceptions or get approval. BPM can help bridge these application gaps helping developers and 

business analysts outline and automate various system and organizational checks. BPM does not replace 

the order management, transportation or logistics applications. Instead, it coordinates those systems with 

the additional functions needed to operate a sophisticated supply chain in the year 2008: the options trad-

ing algorithms, demand-sensing applications, and foreign exchange systems involved. BPM allows indi-

vidual packaged applications to focus on what they are good at (structured, undifferentiated, highly-

optimized and largely static business process), while giving knowledge workers a more sophisticated ex-

perience to manage the manual, ad-hoc work that abounds in real end-to-end processes. 

Moreover, the whole notion of what defines an application is changing. We tend to think of applications as 

a relatively static and permanent solution. But in the world of dynamic applications, solutions could be 

modified in days by end users, rather than in months by team of developers. Applications could be cre-

ated just to solve specific temporary but costly challenges. Imagine you are responsible for acquiring steel 

for a car manufacturer – your Just In Time manufacturing is synchronized with demand, and you’re au-

thorized only to buy what you need for the month – when a large foreign steel manufacturer dumps a 

huge amount of steel on the open market. It could take months to coordinate all of the people and system 

checks for approval: developing a business plan, getting consensus, figuring out where to store the steel, 

getting approval for the transaction, authorizing the unusual payment. By the time you obtain all of the 

necessary approvals, the opportunity would be gone. Empowered with the ability to create a situational 

application, a business person could quickly outline the expected ad-hoc process, create a custom work-

space with all of the information the group would need to reference in decision-making – perhaps histori-

cal price data from one system, or master-contracts with the supplier from another system. Process steps 

could provide friendly action reminders in email and could inform group members on the status of the de-

cisions.  
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The goal of situational applications is to allow business users to quickly assemble an application that 

brings together the people, process and data for the purpose of achieving specific time-sensitive goals. 

 

 

KEY TAKEAWAY 

Today, BPM suites deliver unparalleled support for rapid change. Companies can gain the biggest 

advantage with BPM by using it to mange the processes most unique to their organization that are 

also expected to change frequently. In the near future, BPM may expand the concept of applications 

to cover a much broader, more accessible solution – empowering business users to rapidly compose 

situational, process-based applications to solve ad-hoc problems as they arise.  

 

4.5 BPM and Enterprise Social Computing – Participant-driven 
Process Management 

Over the last few years, a new generation of Web and social computing technologies has spread like 

wildfire in the consumer space, known broadly as Web 2.0. Web 2.0 applications exhibit several unique 

characteristics that make them more user-friendly than earlier Web applications and most enterprise Web 

applications: 

• Participant-driven, collective intelligence: A fundamental pattern shift, Web 2.0 applications 

embrace participant-driven feedback loops and networks to improve or change as use increases. 

A simple example is Wikipedia.org, the online encyclopedia that is editable by anyone and now 

boasts the largest encyclopedic collection by an order of magnitude. 

• Social: Most hallmark Web 2.0 consumer applications build upon the affect of human networks 

and human interactions, and provide special value to trusted relationships established within 

them. As an example, a photo site, www.flickr.com, is more than just a place to post photographs: 

it is a community where photo enthusiasts share, comment, tag and browse photos of their 

friends. Popular bookmarking site del.icio.us is more than just a place to host bookmarks; it is a 

place to share and discover information from your friends based on their personal self-interest. 

The network effect has tremendous potential to change how traditional enterprise systems sup-

port users and their requirements, from the sales forecasting process within a CRM system, to 

the activities applied to resolving a customer trouble ticket in an enterprise help desk. 

• Dynamic, intuitive and immediately usable: Because of their orientation towards participants 

and user-driven interactions, Web 2.0 applications demonstrate a higher degree of usability and 

more intuitive user experiences. Web 2.0 applications feel like fast and comprehensive desktop 

applications, which improves adoption and encourages increased usage. By comparison, most 
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enterprise Web applications still feel like very early Web sites: slow, complex and often requiring 

extensive training. 

• Open, data-in/data-out and remixability (Mashups): Most Web 2.0 applications demonstrate a 

new level of openness, offering richer programming interfaces that are simpler for developers to 

interact with, and more freedom to mix data both inside and outside of the original system. These 

systems incorporate openness in their underlying design, and have architectures built to create 

new opportunities for systems and people to remix data, commonly referred to as mashups. For 

example, most of the traffic to www.flickr.com is from requests made by other applications that in-

corporate photographs managed within Flickr. For example, www.moo.com allows users to make 

business cards or stickers from Flickr photographs, and bighugelabs.com turns Flickr photo-

graphs into a jigsaw puzzles or movie posters. By comparison, most enterprise systems are 

closed, designed to pull data in and keep it there, ultimately stifling the potential for those systems 

and reuse of the data. It is incredibly important to centralize information about customers, and 

CRM systems often do that well, but CRM systems under-serve the many users, situations and 

other systems that would benefit from simple access to that data.  

Enterprise social software, or Enterprise 2.0, is enterprise computing that leverages Web 2.0 principles 

and functionality behind and beyond the corporate firewall. Introducing social networking concepts and 

capabilities into the enterprise changes the way previously inaccessible corporate information can be dis-

covered, consumed, and delivered. 

Many social computing capabilities are already being adopted in enterprises, including collaborative 

search tools, wikis, blogs, social bookmarking, RSS and widgets. However, more traditional enterprise 

software, including BPM, lags behind the Enterprise 2.0 vision, and often feels pedestrian in comparison. 

Enterprise applications place huge importance on central control to the detriment of individual user control 

or contribution. Corporate culture tends to reinforce that command-and-control structure. This creates 

more rigidity than is required, locking down software into predetermined uses, and limiting any changes to 

the applications or business processes to experts only. Many BPM suites can support broader participa-

tion and more dynamic process change, but strict enterprise governance or organizational policies limit 

the contributions from a broader base of potential users. 

The Enterprise 2.0 version of BPM is already starting to emerge, providing both the Web 2.0 functionality, 

and the enterprise-class security, logging and governance functions corporate IT departments need to 

feel comfortable with the deployment. The Enterprise 2.0 version of BPM is likely to develop as follows:  

• Richer, more dynamic Web interfaces and tools: Simpler, more accessible web-based tools 

will encourage participation in process design and modification from anywhere in the organiza-

tion, even outside the firewall. These tools will also lower the barrier to entry for BPM, allowing 

organizations to stretch the benefits of BPM into the long-tail of process need: from strategic 
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processes that require planning and coordination, to dynamic, just-in-time processes that help in-

dividuals be more productive. 

• Ingrained design-time collaboration: Collaboration will creep into all aspects of the full BPM 

life-cycle: process modeling, development, execution and management. Business and IT partici-

pants will collaborate on process modeling, regardless of their location, which will allow for much 

easier outsourcing of development and execution while retaining design control. 

• Run-time collaboration and social software: Many BPM vendors are already adding basic run-

time collaboration capabilities, which allow a process participant to append collaborative activities 

– document sharing, threaded discussions, whiteboarding – to an in-flight instance of a business 

process. Social software will expand the set of capabilities made available to process participants 

to coordinate and manage ad hoc human interactions, from expertise location and collaborative 

filtering, to situational wiki-like spaces to iterate on out-of-band tasks and focus on the tacit inter-

actions upon which process outcomes depend. 

• Web 2.0 capabilities infused into the BPM experience: Many of the capabilities common 

among consumer Web 2.0 applications will be part of the core BPM user and designer experi-

ences. Examples include: 

o Process tagging, where a user may tag a specific instance of an executing process to 

help them recover it later, or tag an object related to a process or process instance. A 

simple example is a process managing requests for new equipment, tagged by other us-

ers as “new equipment order” and discoverable by any user searching for how to order a 

new PC. 

o RSS feeds, where process activities can be published from the BPM system and remixed 

into other mechanisms for end-user interaction, like an RSS Reader or an email client. 

This shifts the point of interaction from a single process-oriented workspace, which most 

traditional BPM systems maintain, to a diverse universe of possible interaction points, 

which improves the productivity of process participants and accelerates the natural flow 

of a process cycle. 

o Mashups and widgets; where process activities can be mixed into other user experi-

ences, or conversely, where pieces of other systems core to a business process can be 

injected into the process workspace, in the context of a single process-related activity as-

signed to an individual user. An example might be a process that requires a user to con-

firm an inventory level in SAP. When the user opens the process task, elements of the 

SAP ordering system are injected into the user interface hosting the process task. 
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The modern consumer Internet has demonstrated the promise of open, user-driven approaches – from 

producing the world’s largest and most reputable encyclopedia, to changing the nature of presidential de-

bates through user-contributed video. BPM will surely benefit from embracing these innovations. Social 

software and Web 2.0 capabilities are an important ingredient in helping businesses revolutionize the 

process that matter most, driving new levels of customer service, launching products to market faster, and 

ultimately seeing more substantial financial gains.  

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Massive improvements in Web technologies and social computing should be considered as part of 

long-term BPM strategy to ensure that BPM deployments maximize value gained from implicit knowl-

edge, effort and human interactions across your organization. This convergence can be particularly 

useful in driving the higher value innovation-centric processes offering very large gains. 

5. Next Steps – Think Big, Start Small, Move Fast  
As this paper has explored, the BPM market is quickly growing and evolving, with a range of vendors and 

solutions spanning the market. But the good news for customers is that the market is maturing – resulting 

in a smaller number of vendors offering more complete solutions to the full range of process problems. 

And the big BPM deployment wins to date – companies saving more than nine million dollars per year 
improving billing processes, reducing the time to process healthcare claims from months to days, 

handling 80% of customer change requests automatically – help give confidence to organizations just 

embarking on their BPM journey.  

As we explored earlier in the paper, BPM is not just about technology – it’s both a methodology and a 

toolset for solving process problems. Those customers that have been most successful have been 

mindful of this over the long haul. A few parting tips to help you replicate their success:  

1. Get business and IT together at the same table throughout the project: IT and business 

have long had a tumultuous relationship. Business folks often think IT slows down progress, mak-

ing things too complicated or enacting governance policies that are too stringent to keep up with 

business need. IT complains that business users don’t understand the true cost, complexity, and 

security issues inherent in their demands. But business users ultimately need IT’s help for big 

projects, and IT ultimately needs business to fund initiatives. BPM projects, more than most oth-

ers, provide a medium for IT and business to work together better, with one shared process mod-

el and one shared language to discuss challenges and solutions. Many successful Business 

Process Management implementations follow iterative deployment methodologies that encourage 

shorter development cycles so that business and IT are more closely connected throughout the 
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project – reviewing progress in 3-4 week cycles instead of waiting until the end of a long devel-

opment period.  

2. Prioritize process opportunities based on complexity and value: In evaluating BPM initia-

tives, it is useful to map out process challenges on a matrix of complexity versus value. Getting 

both business and IT teams to work through this exercise helps establish agreement on the most 

effective use of everyone’s time. Starting out with less complex projects gives teams the opportu-

nity to move quickly, chalking up early wins while learning about the best technology and organ-

izational approaches. Knowing which projects will provide the biggest impact gives project teams 

clear focus on where to go next. 

Prioritize BPM Projects Based on Process Complexity and Impact  

  

3. Think through people problems early: As we saw earlier in this paper, BPM success can be 

quickly impeded by organizational issues. If you make process improvements, but can’t reassign 

workers, or if you create a new process approach, but people don’t follow through, the best tech-

nology in the world won’t make your project a success. Accordingly, a well-run BPM project 

needs to have effective executive sponsorship, include training for the project team and partici-

pants, account for unique cultural preferences of the organization and create effective bridges 

from ”old ways” to ”new ways.” The more you can build a process-centric culture, where the 

whole organization is focused on continuous optimization of end-to-end processes, the more suc-

cessful your BPM project will be. 

BPM promises big returns for those who can do it right. We hope this white paper has provided some 

clarity on the current BPM market, its trajectory, and what you can do to make the most of it. Good luck 

on your journey. 
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6. Resources 

6.1 Industry Resources 

• BPM Institute: A peer-to-peer exchange for Business Process Management professionals. 

www.bpminstitute.org, BPM Institute publishes an objective report of BPM Suites. 

www.bpminstitute.org/bpmsreport.html  

• Business Process Trends: A news source on business process change, trends, directions and 

best practices. www.bptrends.com  

• BPMS Watch Blog by Bruce Silver: www.brsilver.com/wordpress  

• Column 2 Blog by Sandy Kemsley, on BPM and Enterprise 2.0: www.column2.com  

6.2 Analyst Reports 

• Gartner Research: This top technology analyst firm has many reports on BPM. www.gartner.com 

• Forrester Research: This top technology analyst firm also has a host of BPM Reports at 

www.forrester.com or read the case study on BEA customer First Horizon available for free at 

www.bea.com/moreinfoBPM. Forrester also publishes a blog on process-related news 

blogs.forrester.com/business_process/ 

• IDC: This technology analyst firm specializes in statistical market intelligence and publishes very 

useful information on BPM. www.idc.com 

6.3 BEA Resources 

• BPM Resource Center: Learn more about how BPM is driving revenue and cutting costs across 

real customer deployments. Get access to dozens of customer Web seminars, white papers and 

case studies www.bea.com/bpm 

• BPM Lifecycle Assessment: Get a customized report and practical guidance how to drive BPM 

maturity in your organization. This quick online survey will help you see how your BPM maturity 

stacks up to your peers. www.bea.com/bpmready  

• BPM Discovery Workshops: This one-day engagement led by a senior BEA business consult-

ant brings together an organization's IT and business stakeholders to identify the best opportuni-

ties to realize value from BPM software. www.bea.com/albpmconsulting 
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• BPM Blogs and White Papers: Get BPM insights from BEA product managers, architects and 

developers. Share best practices and learn about product futures dev2dev.bea.com/albpm   

6.4 Standards Bodies  

• Object Management Group: The organization that oversees Business Process Modeling Nota-

tion (BPMN) and Business Process Definition Metamodel (BPDM), among others. www.omg.com 

• Workflow Management Coalition: The organization that oversees XML Process Definition Lan-

guage (XPDL), among others. www.wfmc.org  

• OASIS: The organization that oversees Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), among 

others www.oasis-open.org  

http://dev2dev.bea.com/albpm
http://www.omg.com/
http://www.wfmc.org/
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